Tube Strips

◼

Unique unit-of-use flexible
packaging

◼

Available in sets of 5 or as
individual tubes

◼

Sets are easy to handle for
secondary packaging

◼

Provides all characteristics
of conventional squeeze
tubes

◼

Available with re-closeable
tops

◼

Hold up to 5 different
products with individual
decoration in each set

◼

Great for regimen use of
multiple products

◼

Short lead times

◼

Perfect for small quantity
applications

◼

Easy to open (twist top)

◼

Provides pinpoint
directional flow

◼

Tamper evident

◼

Economic

◼
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◼

Telmark Packaging Corporation is proud to introduce you to a
new and innovative unit-of-use tube. The tube strips are
injection-molded in sets of five tubes. They are available in a
variety of clear or solid colors (we can match any PMS solid
color). Tube strips have been designed to handle a wide
range of liquid and semi-liquid products providing an
economic, attractive and consumer-friendly packaging
alternative.
Tube strips are molded from a mix of flexible low-density and
medium-density polyethylene. Several stock molds are
currently available in sizes to hold 1.5ml, 3ml, 5ml, 10ml. We
provide economical 1-color front/back tampo-print or up to 7color label decoration.
Telmark contract fills these packages in an FDA compliant
facility with innovative filling equipment that allow up to 5
different products with separate label graphics to be filled in
the strip.
We inventory tube blanks, print & label in-house, fill and
secondary pack to insure minimum lead times and maximum
service. Filled and decorated tubes are generally available
within 2-4 weeks. And, minimum order quantities are
remarkably low (10K strips of 5 tubes).
Please call us, (732) 739-9100, at your convenience to learn
more about this extraordinary unit-dose package.
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